NOTICE REGARDING PREPARATION OF PROJECT BOND ESTIMATES

Effective 1 January 2017 the City of Milford Engineering Bureau will no longer prepare bond estimates for improvements required by action of Land Use Boards including, but not limited to the Planning & Zoning Board, Zoning Board of Appeals, and Inland Wetlands Agency.

Effective 1 January 2017 Applicants will be required to provide a Bond Estimate in sufficient detail to determine the projected costs of all public improvements and any improvements required as Condition of Approval. The Bond Estimate is to be prepared by a Ct. licensed Professional Engineer, Architect, or other recognized authority.

The Engineering Bureau will also consider for review Contract Prices for limited work, when accompanied with a certificate from the Contractor that the Prices are accurate for the work to be performed.

The Engineering Bureau will still assist in the preparation of bonds for certain small projects such as curbs, sidewalks, driveway aprons, and sewer laterals for individual residential lots.

The Engineering will continue to review Bond Estimates and make recommendations to the Land Use Boards as appropriate.